
 Who we



INTRO

Inalco is a specialist in the creation of surfaces–in particular large-format slimline ones–conceived 

to offer high added value to the interior design and architectural sectors. Its business philosophy 

is based on five main cornerstones: ethics, innovation, quality, customer orientation and 

sustainability. 

Target market: 

• architects and interior designers working on high-level projects.

• people with a keen interest in interior design and design trends.  

OUR BRAND ESSENCE
Inalco is all about innovation, exclusiveness, elegance and emotions. Its MDMDii (Minerals, 

Design, innovation) surfaces represent a whole new breakthrough for the world of 

architecturearchitecture and interior designinterior design.

Using nature as its source of inspiration, Inalco creates sustainable productssustainable products by selecting 

the best minerals and speeding up the natural lithogenic cycle, thanks to an innovative 

production process. Instead of damaging the environment in search of the perfect 

design, Inalco simply creates them. Using a one-of-a-kind processone-of-a-kind process, the same design 

can be applied to the surface and throughout the whole body of the slab, guaranteeing 

products with a high added valuehigh added value.

MDMDi i means not conforming. It means spearheading the search for new innovations, 

pushing back the boundaries, and facing up to new thrilling challenges–going one step 

beyond at all times.













Beyond Nature Beyond Nature reflects the very essence of Inalco. Right from our earliest days, we took nature as our creative source of inspiration.  MDMDii is made of high-purity minerals, yet its use does not contribute to the over-

exploitation of natural resources. 

Using Full Digital technology, the only one of its kind in our sector, we take nature and manage to enhance it, improving the composition, boosting the resistance, and prolonging the life of our products. More importantly, 

we do not destroy the environment in search of materials with perfect veining–we simply createcreate them.   

Beyond Nature goes even further than that. Beyond Nature means not conforming through constant efforts to innovateinnovate, pushing back the boundaries and setting new stimulating challenges that take us one step 

beyond.   Because the future is our present; the future is Beyond Nature.Beyond Nature. 




